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Joan O’Rourke
25 Cherryfield Gardens
Terenure
Dublin 6
Dublin

00.00.13

Dear Joan

Thank you so much for taking a call on behalf of DEBRA Ireland and for agreeing to sell raffle 
tickets to support families like mine.

Not many people have heard of Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB) so I’ll give you two explanations: 

Here is the medical definition: It is a painful genetic skin condition where the collagen that 
normally sticks layers of skin together is missing. This means the skin blisters and wounds at the 
slightest touch and the only treatment is constant dressing changes. There is currently no cure 
for EB.

And here is a mother’s definition: EB is the enemy that lives in our house and attacks my 
baby day and night. It is the monster that targeted my baby while she was still in the womb 
so brutally that when she was born, the skin was already missing on her hands and feet. 
My little girl will never know what it is like NOT to be in pain. We urgently need a cure.

Do you know what the hardest bit is? 
It’s the guilt. The guilt that as a mother I should know what to do, I should be able to fix this, 
kiss it better. But I can’t, I never will.

Now Casey is 18 months old. Soon we have to go into hospital for a week. Casey can’t 
spoonfeed properly so we have to try to figure out what to do next.
It breaks my heart that she might never taste food. Again it’s EB making me powerless - taking away 
my right as a mum to feed my child.
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Contact us

DEBRA Ireland
8 Clanwilliam Terrace

Grand Canal Quay

Dublin 2

Phone +353 (01) 4126924

Email info@debraireland.org

Web www.debraireland.org

Charity number chy8703

The Fight  
Against EB
by Rachel Connors

“She is such a brave 
little girl. She is my 
warrior princess”

For people whose skin doesn’t work, we do.

For people whose skin doesn’t work, we do.
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DEBRA Ireland supports families and patients living with the devastating 

effects of EB and helps them cope with all that EB brings with it.  

By supporting DEBRA Ireland you are helping to fund vital services like:

Our EB Community Care Programme which will see a DEBRA funded 

EB nurse, working from Crumlin Children’s Hospital, visiting patients at 

home providing care and advice where it is needed most.

Our Family Support Worker who is exclusively committed to the 

support and care of all those affected by EB, visiting patients at home 

focusing on the individual needs of the family. Advocating on their 

behalf, providing peer support services and helping source respite 

grants and specialised equipment.

Your help  
really matters

EB is a genetic condition that leaves the skin 
as fragile and delicate as a butterfly’s wing. 
It causes the skin layers both internally and 
externally to blister and wound at even the 
slightest touch.

Children born with EB are highly susceptible 
to a very aggressive form of skin cancer from 
as early as their teenage years. 

What is EB?
Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB)

For more information on EB and how you can help  
go to www.debraireland.org or contact us on 01 412 6924 Thank you.

At just three years old Casey is one of the bravest people 
I know. Every day she battles against an excruciating 
condition that causes painful wounds all over her body. 
She is wrapped from head to toe in bandages that are 
hidden underneath her clothes.

The battle with EB never ends, and every 
day I watch her face challenges that no 
three year old should. This battle doesn’t 
just cause physical pain, at times it leads 
us to be isolated from the whole world. 

Casey’s world -  
       living with EB


